Houston, we have a problem. The Democratic Party machine is just as sexist as the GOP. What's a girl
to do? The only thing she can do...tell the whole truth and nothing but the truth.
The Democratic Party holds itself out as the champion of women, but in a blatantly sexist move, the
Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee commissioned a poll in our race and omitted Marisa's
name from the poll.
Yes, the party that has howled about the "War on Women" left Marisa out of the poll even though she is the
only candidate to date who has qualified for the ballot in the 6th District of Massachusetts. Keeping a
candidate out of a poll effectively mutes her voice and keeps voters in the dark as to their choices in a race.
If the Republican party did something so disrespectful to a woman candidate and her supporters who have
been working their hearts out, we would be hearing about the "War on Women" in every media outlet
across the land.
But the DCCC runs a poll with only the two men in the race and disregards the woman effectively writing
her out of the picture and no one in the establishment blinks an eye.
This sexist double standard is unacceptable and if you are outraged by this blatant sexism and
backdoor voter suppression, help Marisa today to stand up and do what she has always
done...fight against injustice.

Who needs Mitt Romney's etchasketch when the Democratic machine can just as easily write a woman
off with an eraser?
The Democratic machine crowing about how great they are for women is like a D student bragging about
how he is the best in his class....when everyone else in the class gets an F.
If only 18% of Congress is women, and there is only 1 Democratic woman governor in the whole country,
whose fault is that? Why doesn't the Democratic party run more women? And when they do run, why
don't they include them in their poll and demand of themselves the equality for women that they do of the
Republicans.
Our campaign is not asking for special treatment, only equal access. If the obnoxious, clearly sexist
and hypocritical actions of the Democratic party machine makes you as mad as we are, please click
here now and make a contribution.
We need your help to show the Democratic Party machine, the DCCC and everyone else that they cannot
ignore, dismiss and erase out of the picture women who dare to challenge the status quo. Please rush a
contribution to Marisa right now.
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